**Abstract**

Within the Catholic Church from around the tenth century onwards, liturgical gloves could be worn on specific occasions by those of the rank of bishop and above. Using a pair of seventeenth century gloves in the Whitworth as a basis for further exploration, this article explores the meanings ascribed to liturgical gloves and the techniques used to make them. It argues that, within the ceremony of the mass, gloves had a specific role to play in allowing bishops to function performatively in the role of Christ.
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Gloves draw attention to the hands even as they conceal them. Of course, almost all clothes draw attention to the body part with which they are associated. The hands are distinct in that they are considered a particularly expressive part of the body, capable of language, and could become even more so within the context of pulling on, wearing, and taking off gloves. In secular circles during the Middle Ages and Renaissance gloves were often associated with love and erotic sexuality. In the religious life, hands were also expressive, although in different ways. Monastic sign languages were in use from the tenth century, and possibly earlier. They allowed basic communication during periods of silence by using agreed signs formed with the hands. These were practical, the majority being for nouns, with food vocabulary the most important. Preachers also used their hands although many writers on the
ars praedicandi advised that gestures, whilst useful, should be carefully controlled.⁴ Conscious and deliberately regulated gestures were part of religious ceremonial with attention drawn to the hands of the priest at the elevation of the host, for example.

These religious examples relate to the hands only and not to the relationship played out between hand and glove. Yet gloves - generally available only to those of the status of bishop and above - were used during Catholic church ritual.⁵ Liturgical gloves thus aided the performance of a public religious identity. Along with other vestments they helped to conceal the subjective individual identity of the person wearing them.⁶ This replacement of individual identity through the assumption of specific items of ritual clothing is something associated with attire with which people were invested, that is garments specific to a certain role given on an occasion marking entry into that role.⁷ In this respect liturgical gloves were unlike many secular gloves, which indicated status but did not define a ritual persona. Using a pair of seventeenth century gloves in the Whitworth as a basis for further exploration, this article argues that liturgical gloves were an important aspect of public religious ritual identity - drawing attention to the role of the bishop as sacrifice in the mass - and that this identity was constructed through their physical or material form, their use, and writings explicating their meaning.

Liturgical gloves were subject to deliberate, regulated and restricted use. They were not used with the appearance of nonchalant sprezzatura that was possible with secular gloves. This is, perhaps, one reason why, in comparison to secular gloves, they have received considerably less attention in medieval and renaissance studies.⁸ They do not have the frisson of excitement occasioned by the whiff of sexual immorality. Even within studies of religious vestments, gloves have generally not been singled out.⁹ Liturgical gloves did not take part in fashionable innovation, even though they were not entirely immune to its effects. Pauline Johnstone has argued that the materials used to make and the techniques used to
decorate church vestments – including silks and embroidery - were at the forefront of fashion.\textsuperscript{10} The form of liturgical garments was another matter since most had stabilised by the thirteenth century. Some vestments changed their shape to accommodate better the way they were used during specific moments in the celebration of the mass. The chasuble, for example, was originally a closed conical garment with an opening for the head, which was later shorted at either side.\textsuperscript{11} This allowed free movement of the arms so that it was easier for the priest to elevate the host, a practical evolution.\textsuperscript{12} Knitted gloves, one of the liturgical garments which could be directly compared with garments in common use in the secular world, echoed the changing fashionable forms of lay gloves, but only to a limited extent. Their gauntlets, for example, grew larger and slightly more exaggerated during the seventeenth century.\textsuperscript{13} However, gloves were small vestments. Although they could be heavily decorated, they do not have the iconographic complexity of medieval copes embroidered with \textit{opus anglicanum} or the equally expensive renaissance vestments made of rich velvets and silks to which historiated panels of \textit{or nué} could be attached. Many were knitted and, when the decorative elements were integral to the gloves, the fine detail possible with embroidery was impossible to achieve. Yet from the Middle Ages through to the Counter Reformation liturgical gloves were not ignored in vestimentary regulations, in commentaries on the meaning of vestments, or in instructions on church ceremonial. Furthermore, gloves from this time period survive in collections across the world, mostly knitted, with a variety of integral or appliquéd decoration, and in a number of colours.\textsuperscript{14}

Gloves assisted in doubling the bishop’s ritual body taking on a symbolic role as another as he acted \textit{in persona Christi} when celebrating mass, the most important of the sacraments.\textsuperscript{15} Their placement on the hands of the bishop and removal from them during the mass helped to distinguish his roles as sacrifice and sacrificer. The actions of the bishop, as well as and in conjunction with his clothing, were thus loaded with meaning. Priests also took
on the two parts of sacrifice and sacrificer when taking mass but did not wear gloves, which had been fixed as a sign of episcopal status and authority by the twelfth century. The use of gloves by clergy of the rank of bishop and above not only visually distinguished their rank; they were a material demonstration of their higher level of spiritual perfection and their connection to the apostles and to Christ. Thomas Aquinas assigned to the bishop the ‘word of wisdom’ whereas the priest had the ‘word of knowledge’. In arguing that there ought to be an episcopal rank, Thomas claimed that ‘he is higher who represents Christ according to a greater perfection’. The link between the material and the spiritual recalled that between the two realms of earth and heaven. Rich vestments used within the church helped to remind clergy and congregation of the sacred space of the building and the church as a representation of the new or heavenly Jerusalem. Liturgical gloves, firmly embedded in the ritual of the church, emphasized the ‘foreign’ body of Christ acting through the wearer. The church was a foreign country; the clergy who officiated within it wore rich and shining clothes appropriate to that land and to the people who populated it. Gloves, believed like other vestments to express spiritual truth through material splendour, were thus subject to a considerable interpretative weight that engendered a tension with their material reality. However, gloves were distinct from other vestments in that they followed the contours of the part of the body that they enclosed and covered. It could be argued, therefore, that more than any other piece of liturgical clothing, gloves drew attention to the bishop’s role as Christ during the mass.

The materiality of the glove

Liturgical gloves are physical things. Meaning was imbued within their materiality, or extracted from their materiality, in relation to the way in which they were made and their ‘decoration’. A close examination of the Whitworth gloves (accession number T.8240), with reference to comparable examples, will ground subsequent discussion. Made using silk yarn, the gloves are believed to have come from Italy or Spain (fig. 1). In common with many
other extant examples from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, they are red, the
liturgical colour associated with, for example, the feasts of Christ’s Passion and of the
apostles and martyrs. Each glove measures approximately 254 mm in length and is 127 mm
wide. The silk yarn is multi-stranded and the gloves were knitted in the round so that,
originally, there were no actual seams, only a false seam on the outer edge of each glove
which ran to just before the start of the division for the small finger. The false seam is formed
by a purl stitch which, countering the knit stitches of the rest of the glove, adds structure and
stability, preventing twisting. At a later date the gloves were altered to make them smaller by
taking them in along either side of the false seam. The tip of the left thumb appears to have
been damaged at some point and was repaired with yarn which is thicker than the silk used
for the main part of the gloves. The yarn may originally have been chosen to match the main
colour of the glove but that the colour has since degraded. Damage to the thumb is
relatively common in surviving gloves from this period. The gloves are knitted in what to
modern eyes seems a small gauge (approx. 17 stitches and 24 rows per inch) but one which
appears to have been common at the time. The smaller the gauge, the more stitches would
have been required. The gloves are relatively simple in terms of both their construction – they
lack a section of stitch increases leading up to the separation of the thumb from the main part
of the hand - and the patterns knitted into them.

The decoration for the gloves was made by the technique of stranded knitting in
which a pattern is made by using two or more colours in a single row. In this case the contrast
yarn is made of a silver thread S-spun around a core of white silk. On those rows where it is
used but does not form a visible part of the pattern, the yarn is ‘carried’ behind the knitting.
For the gauntlets, this is done around the whole circumferences of the gloves, but for the IHS
decoration the yarn is carried only to the edges of the motif. The patterns on the gloves are
thus an integral part of them, rather than being applied after the basic gloves were complete.
There is a repeating pattern around the wrist, and on the back of each glove is a ‘medallion’ with the IHS symbol surrounded by a wreath with four crosses to either side and at the top and bottom. The medallion is an essential component of liturgical gloves and the IHS symbol was the most common motif to be knitted into liturgical gloves of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Knitted gloves could also have enamelled or ceramic medallions sewn onto them, for example, and the medallions could represent a variety of subjects such as the Virgin Mary, the Christ Child, cross, apostles, or the Lamb of God, all of which had significance in the context of the celebration of the Mass. Such medallions were sometimes decorated with precious stones.  

The gloves in the Whitworth conform to expectations about liturgical gloves of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, as evidenced in known examples. They have the same basic form as secular gloves but also important differences. Liturgical gloves seem never to have been made from leather, as are the most impressive of surviving lay gloves from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Such fine leather gloves appear to have been reserved for important occasions and often show little sign of wear. As Evelyn Welch has noted, the leather glove was ‘an item of high status at court’. They could be perfumed and some had elaborate cuffs, which were covered in silk and embroidered. The Whitworth collection includes a pair of English seventeenth-century white kid leather gloves (T.8231). Their decorated seams serve to emphasise the length of the fingers. The gauntlets and wristband are decorated with embroidered flowers and creatures from earth, sea and air (fig. 2). High status gloves and mittens could also be made out of woven textiles, such as a pair of sixteenth-century crimson velvet mittens now held by the Victoria and Albert Museum, and there are also examples of surviving knitted secular gloves. Excavations at Copenhagen have yielded some seventeenth century examples.
The earliest surviving examples of liturgical gloves were probably made through the technique of nalbinding, literally ‘binding with a needle’ and sometimes defined as single needle knitting, and only later knitted as we now understand the term. A late medieval example of secular nalbound gloves survives in Riga. An extant example of fourteenth-century liturgical gloves made using nalbinding from Saint Germain des Prés, France, is conserved in the Bibliothèque Municipale, Amiens and the Musée Cluny, Paris. It is difficult to date the move from making liturgical gloves using a single needle to knitting them with multiple needles and the two techniques must have existed concurrently for a period of time. Liturgical gloves could also be made of woven textiles, which were then cut and sewn. The Victoria and Albert Museum has two pairs of liturgical gloves (876&A-1897 and 437&A-1892) dated to the sixteenth century and believed to have come from Spain (figs 3 and 4). The more elaborate of the two pairs (437&A-1892) is highly decorated. Elements imitate leather gloves or those made from woven materials by the use of fictive seam lines. The other pair of gloves (876&A-1897) has a number of similarities to the pair in the Whitworth. The central IHS monogram has almost identical starburst decoration around it. These gloves do not appear to have been altered and still have tassels attached to the edge of the gauntlet. There seems to have been no significant divergence in the techniques used for liturgical and secular gloves. The Gunnister Man gloves, one of the few surviving secular examples, dated to the end of the seventeenth century, were knitted in the round. The main difference lies in the materials used, with the Gunnister gloves made from a mid-brown woollen yarn in contrast to the fine silk normally used for liturgical gloves, and in the decorative elements.

Some aspects of the requirements for making liturgical gloves are known through religious ordinances. In the sixteenth century the Cardinal Archbishop of Milan Carlo Borromeo (1538-84) issued regulations on ecclesiastical dress in the wake of the Council of
Trent. The Tridentine canons had insisted on appropriate clothing in public, making it clear that clerics were not part of the lay world and should not appear to be so even when they were not taking part in church ceremonial. Their world was that of the divine.\textsuperscript{42} Borromeo gave specific instructions on the form of the vestments to be used during church ritual, included in his \textit{Instructionum fabricae ecclesiasticae et supellectilis ecclesiasticase libri duo} (1577).\textsuperscript{43} In the section on gloves, ‘De chirothecis episcopalibus’, he states that ‘Chirothecae episcopales contextae esse debent, et circulo aureo insigniter in extrema parte ornatae’ (‘The bishop’s gloves must be interwoven and prominently decorated on the top with a golden circle’).\textsuperscript{44} The instructions are concise, terse even, but they leave no doubt that gloves adorned with a golden medallion were an expected and accepted part of episcopal clothing. Furthermore, they require that the gloves were ‘interwoven’. The main dictionary translations for ‘contextus’ are woven together, entwined, joined together, continuous.\textsuperscript{45} The term ‘contextae’, then, does not unequivocally mean ‘knitted’, and there are certainly examples of liturgical gloves made from woven cloth. However, since most surviving liturgical gloves from Borromeo’s time onwards are knitted, the regulations in the \textit{Instructionum fabricae} have generally been interpreted to mean that ecclesiastical gloves must be knitted.\textsuperscript{46}

\textbf{The bishop and the glove}

Gloves were one of nine items of liturgical clothing worn by clergy of the rank of bishop and above. Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274), in his \textit{Summa Theologiae}, stated that this was because there were ‘nine things which they can, but priests cannot, do, namely ordain clerics, bless virgins, consecrate bishops, impose hands, dedicate churches, depose clerics, celebrate synods, consecrate chrism, bless vestments and vessels’.\textsuperscript{47} William Durandus, Bishop of Mende (d. 1296), in his \textit{Rationale Divinorum Officiorum}, one of the most important medieval liturgical treatises, also made it clear that there were vestments (six) that were worn by both priest and bishop but nine appropriate only to those who had reached episcopal rank.\textsuperscript{48}
In contexts outside that of religious ceremonial, gloves could be considered as a luxury item and not appropriate for members of the clergy or those who followed a religious life.\textsuperscript{49} Giovanni Pietro Giussano wrote a \textit{vita} of Carlo Borromeo, first published in 1610 the year of his canonisation. In it Giussano describes Borromeo’s ‘patience in trials and sufferings’. We are told that he would not go near fire to keep warm, nor wear furs or gloves. He even went outside on the coldest winter days with nothing on his hands, which then cracked and bled. When his attendants begged him to cover his hands he refused, citing his desire to suffer for the love of God.\textsuperscript{50} For Borromeo, gloves were a necessary part of certain religious rites but they were not appropriate for a religious man when not engaged in church services. The distinction is an important one, and one which was the subject of discussion, particularly during the Protestant Reformation and Catholic Counter Reformation.\textsuperscript{51} The issue at stake was when, where, and indeed, whether, clothing reflected the honour of office or was simply a sign of what might now be termed conspicuous consumption. Expensive vestments conveyed the economic power of the church as well as its spiritual power. That it was acceptable and necessary to wear expensive clothing was something supported by scholars such as Thomas Aquinas who argued that members of the clergy wore such garments as a sign of the importance and dignity of their office.\textsuperscript{52} This argument had a long life: it was used, for example, by Pius II (d.1464),\textsuperscript{53} and re-addressed during the Council of Trent.\textsuperscript{54} Chapter 5 of Session 22 (17 September 1562) on ‘Teaching and canons on the most holy sacrifice of the mass’, stated that

as human nature is such that it cannot easily raise itself up to the meditation of divine realities without external aids, holy mother church has […] provided ceremonial such as […] vestments […] by which the majesty of this great sacrifice is enhanced.\textsuperscript{55}
Thus, liturgical gloves were open to various interpretations aimed at promoting a focus on God and should be considered within the context of the symbolism believed to be inherent in all things.

The use of gloves in ritual ensured that others saw them, even if only a restricted number in a limited context, and that they were thus prompted to recall their significance. Gloves were placed on the bishop at his consecration or ordination, worn in solemn processions and during pontifical mass.\textsuperscript{56} According to Durandus, the following items of clothing were specifically reserved for bishops: stockings, shoes or sandals, girdle, tunic, dalmatic, gloves, mitre, ring and pastoral staff.\textsuperscript{57} This is the same list as that given by Cardinal Borromeo in his \textit{Instructionum} (1577), although Borromeo is generally silent on the meaning of the vestments, concerning himself with practical directions on the material, colour, size, and cut of the various items and only making passing references to symbolic significance, of which he is clearly aware. For example, he requires that: ‘The bishop’s buskins must be long enough to be stretched to the knees and be tied with ribbons in a way that corresponds to the mystical significance.’\textsuperscript{58} The vestition of a bishop is shown in an early fourteenth-century manuscript of Durandus’ \textit{Rationale} (London, British Library, Add. MS 31032, fol. 33v) (fig. 5).\textsuperscript{59} Durandus specifies fifteen garments. Step eight is putting on the gloves and this can clearly be seen in the British Library manuscript where all fifteen parts of the vestition are illustrated.\textsuperscript{60} Vesting prayers accompanied each of the liturgical garments, reflecting the clerical virtues which they represented.\textsuperscript{61} At the end of the sixteenth century, the edition of the \textit{Pontificale Romanum} (1595-1596), published during the papacy of Clement VIII and containing details of the rites performed by bishops with the exception of the mass, gave detailed instructions on the consecration of the bishop elect.\textsuperscript{62} After the mitre was placed on the head of the bishop elect, the gloves were blessed, if this had not already been
done, and a prayer was said. The gloves were then placed on the hands of the bishop elect accompanied by another prayer.63

In a pontifical mass, gloves were used by the bishop up until the washing of the hands before the sacrifice or consecration. At the sacrifice the bishop as celebrant moved from acting as sacrifice in persona Christi to acting as sacrificer. Pontifical mass was ceremonially complex with detailed and careful instructions about how the various items of liturgical dress should be laid out before the mass and used during it, who should handle the vestments and when. Donning and removing the gloves was part of a highly choreographed sequence. By the seventeenth century instructions could be found in the Ceremoniale Episcoporum (1600).64 There are instructions on who should place the gloves on the hands of the bishop, detailing that the bishop should wear gloves until the offertory when the assistant deacons should remove them, and that gloves should not be used in masses for the dead.65 The importance of the vestments, including the gloves, is emphasised by the fact that the bishop does not clothe himself. Those who assist him wash and dry his hands, place the gloves on his hands and remove them, kiss his hands and gloves. In order for these operations to be carried out in an appropriately formal and solemn fashion, it was necessary for the gloves to be large enough to be easily manoeuvred on and off the hands. Knitted gloves had the advantage of being able to stretch and were generally made with wide fingers and thumbs, as is the case with the Whitworth gloves, thus making the job of bishops’ assistants easier and the ceremony more dignified. Although some secular leather gloves, such as those for falconers, needed to be relatively easy to put on and take off and therefore padded and had wide fingers,66 many high quality leather gloves were designed as a second skin, and to emphasise or give the impression of long thin fingers. They were tight and needed to stretch slightly each time that they were put on. They thus required a certain amount of manoeuvring of the fingers, pulling of the glove, pushing down the fourchettes between the fingers, before
they were properly on the hand. This would have made for a difficult and ungainly operation within the context of liturgical ritual.

The hands of the bishop could also be used for blessing using the sign of the cross. Arm reliquaries of bishop saints tended to have either an open hand or a blessing gesture. These so-called ‘speaking reliquaries’ could be shown wearing episcopal gloves or fitted-out in actual gloves. The blessing of the bishop-saint, visualised through an appropriately shaped reliquary, was sufficiently important to override any need for the form of the container to echo its contents. During the Middle Ages the episcopal blessing at the end of mass in the form of the sign of the cross, and included in the Roman Rite, was highly regarded by the congregation. The visualisation in reliquaries of the gloved episcopal hand in a gesture of blessing reflected the importance of gesture and its accentuation through rich vestment. The gestures of the bishop were a matter of public importance and this continued to be the case through the Counter Reformation. The Whitworth gloves were made at a time when there was an increasing interest in gestures. As Peter Burke has noted, a ‘reform of gesture formed part of the moral discipline of the Counter-Reformation’. Early books dealing with gesture, such as Giovanni Bonifacio’s (1547-1635) L’arte dei cenni (1616), included sections on gesture within a religious context. At the beginning of the chapter on gestures made with the hands Bonifacio had claimed that the hands could almost speak by themselves (‘quasi che elle da se stesse parlano’) making them more expressive than other parts of the body, which are only capable of helping with expression (‘l’altre parti del corpo aiutano colui, che favella’). However, it is still necessary to understand what the hands say, to learn the language, and Bonifacio both described the gesture of benediction - one which a bishop may have made whilst wearing liturgical gloves - and placed it within religious and historical contexts, which include the blessing of Jacob by Isaac. Later in the century, Giovanni Battista Pacichelli (1641-1695) in his Chiroliturgia (1673) included a chapter on
‘De manûs loquela per gestus, nec non de eius aptitudine ad Dei venerationem’ (Cap. VI).\textsuperscript{75}

Correct movement of the hands was important within the ritual of Catholic worship, something vigorously objected to by some Protestants in Counter Reformation Europe.\textsuperscript{76} Hands in prayer or blessing indicated religious persuasion. The importance of the hands of the bishop was something acknowledged by a number of writers. Saint John Chrysostum (d.407), speaking of the mass, had asked ‘what must be the hands that serve for such a great thing’?\textsuperscript{77} The hands of the bishop were believed by some to be cemented within the apostolic succession in part through their use of liturgical gloves. The apostolic use of gloves was referenced at the end of the seventeenth century by Pacichelli when he published \textit{De chirotecis, vulgo guantis} as a part of his \textit{Schediasma juridico-philologicum}.\textsuperscript{78} In it, he discussed vocabulary for gloves and their uses in ancient times, the use of gloves by bishops, abbots and other members of the clergy and finished with a section on those not allowed to use gloves.\textsuperscript{79} Pacichelli referenced the twelfth-century theologian Honorius of Autun (Honorius Augustonensis) stating that, in his \textit{Gemma animae} (lib. 1, cap. 215) he had said that he had said that the ‘use of gloves has been handed down by the apostles’.\textsuperscript{80} Between pages 252 and 253 there is an inserted image that can be folded out to show, life size, a single plain glove believed to have belonged to the Virgin Mary, According to Pacichelli, this glove was kept at St. Omer, in the custody of the monks of Saint Bertin (fig. 6).\textsuperscript{81} For Pacichelli, the link, real and metaphorical, between the hands of the Virgin and the saints, gloves, and the hands of the bishop, was an important one.

\textbf{Meaning within liturgical gloves}

As William Durandus wrote towards the end of the thirteenth century, linking saints and bishops: ‘When the gloves are on the hands, they are understood to be the examples of the saints, which must be contained in all of his works; works which must be purified of all filth.’\textsuperscript{82} There is a long tradition of commentaries on the liturgy, many of which attributed
meanings to ecclesiastical vestments. They were considered to represent clerical virtues. Prayers and commentaries associated with them reflected this through to the Counter Reformation and beyond. Maureen Miller has argued that during the Carolingian period and the Middle Ages ‘allegorical tracts on the meaning of vestments […] were closely associated with attempts to reform the clergy’. She characterises these commentaries as proposing multiple allegorical meanings ‘using the physical characteristics of the vestment as keys to understanding its significance’ and claims that the allegorical interpretations helped to form ‘a spirituality centred on these material objects’.

In the eleventh century Peter Damian (d. 1072/1073) had stressed that nothing in the liturgy should be considered ‘frivola’ or ‘levia’. He directed attention to the spiritual meaning of the vestments, although he was concerned with those of the priest and did not discuss gloves.

In the twelfth century Bruno of Segni (d. 1123), in his De sacramentis ecclesiae, explained that the bishop wore gloves to denote chastity and cleanliness. His words reflected the fact that liturgical gloves were normally white until the sixteenth century.

In the thirteenth century, the various symbolic meanings of the church and clerical vestments were explored by Durandus who dedicated a short chapter to gloves in Book 3 (chapter 12) of his Rationale Divinorum Officiorum. Durandus starts by citing Matthew 6:3 (indicated in italics):

Because many good works are corrupted by the vainglory of those who do them, the bishop, immediately after putting on the dalmatic, covers his hands with the gloves, following the Apostolic rite, so that his left hand will not know what his right hand is doing.

Its context in the Gospel of Matthew has meant that the advice has traditionally been taken as meaning that almsgiving should be unostentatious and this understanding is also present in
the *Rationale* where expensive silk gloves could be understood as signifying the humility of the wearer. Durandus goes on to say that the glove represents caution ‘which does her work in public, but hides her intention in secret’. The gloves have an allegorical meaning and in order to expound on this, Durandus relates that meaning to the physical form of the gloves. He links the gold circles on the back of the gloves to Matthew 5:16 (‘Let your light shine before men, so that they will see your good works and glorify your Father, who is in heaven’). As we have seen, these were still a specific expectation in Cardinal Borromeo’s sixteenth century regulations. He also alludes to the fact that gloves are not worn throughout the liturgy, noting that:

> Sometimes the hands are covered with gloves and sometimes they are bared, because sometimes good works are hidden to avoid vainglory, and sometimes works are shown openly for the edification on one’s neighbours.\(^91\)

Durandus explains that the gloves are seamless ‘because the actions of the bishop ought to be in proper agreement with his faith’. This requirement survived into the sixteenth century with Cardinal Borromeo’s instructions - depending on the interpretation of ‘contextae’ as knitted - and, as we have seen, examples of knitted liturgical gloves such as that in the Whitworth were seamless. Lack of seams had further meaning in relation to Christ’s seamless robe, which was sometimes envisaged as having been knitted by the Virgin Mary for the Christ Child. Such a robe was believed to have been worn by Christ before his crucifixion. According to the gospel of John (19:23-24) the soldiers who crucified Jesus cast lots for it after his death. They could not divide it since ‘the coat was without seam, woven whole from the top down’. Hence, one meaning given to the robe was the unity of the church.\(^92\)

> Some aspects of Durandus’ exposition appear to contradict the physical make-up of actual liturgical gloves. He says that ‘the gloves are made with the small skins of goats’ referring to Genesis 27:16 where Rebecca deceives Isaac into believing that he is giving his
blessing to his older son Esau, when the person before him is his younger son Jacob, by placing the skins of goats on Jacob’s hands and neck. In linking the gloves to the story of Jacob and Esau, Durandus followed previous commentators such as Innocent III (Lothar of Segni, d. 1215). Yet surviving liturgical gloves are not made of leather and rarely of fabric. For Durandus, the goat skin had complex meanings. It referred to the sin of Rebecca in deceiving Isaac and to the ‘grace of the Holy Spirit’ covering Jacob’s hands. It also related to Christ’s incarnation in human form, taking ‘on the appearance of sin’ even though he was without sin. In doing this Christ became a second Adam, who after the fall, was clothed with skins by God (Genesis 3:21). Wearing skin, clothing oneself with skin, was thus a sign of the fall and of man’s original sin which Christ came to redeem. In wearing liturgical gloves the bishop acknowledged man’s sinfulness but also took on the ‘skin’ of Christ. Durandus’ association of the episcopal gloves with the goat-skin covering used by Rebecca to cover Jacob was still current at the end of the sixteenth century. The Pontificale Romanum (1595-1596) instructed that after the mitre was placed on the head of the bishop elect, the gloves were blessed, if this had not already been done, and a prayer was said. The gloves were then placed on the hands of the bishop elect accompanied by another prayer:

Encompass, O Lord, the hands of this your minister in the cleanliness of the New Man who descended from Heaven, that just as your chose one Jacob, with his hands covered by the pelts of young goats, obtained the paternal blessing with the food and drink most acceptably offered to his Father, so also may he, by the saving sacrifice offered through his hands, merit to obtain the blessing of your grace.

The link between the bishop’s hands and those of Christ may also have been called to mind through an association between the medallions on the back of the gloves and the nail wounds received on the cross. Although this is not something stressed in the literature on the meanings of individual vestments it was implicit in the understanding of the mass. According
to Innocent III in his *De missarum mysteriis* the mass ‘is ordered so that it contains all the
events of Christ’s life from his birth to the Ascension’. Thomas Aquinas explained that ‘the
priest [also] bears Christ’s image, in Whose person and by Whose power he pronounces the
words of consecration […] And so, in a measure, the priest and victim are one and the
same’. The medallions set liturgical gloves apart from secular gloves where the decoration
is usually focused on the gauntlet, the part of the glove which covers the wrist. Medallions
are also shown on the gloves of some speaking reliquaries such as that of Basilius from the
eleventh century (Essen Cathedral Treasury). A seventeenth-century arm reliquary of Saint
Blaise in the museum in Evora, Portugal, draws attention to the relic by placing it in a
compartment with a transparent cover on the back of the hand of the reliquary. It is
surrounded by decorative gilded work. The fingernails are clearly shown precluding any idea
that the hand has been represented with liturgical gloves. It is as though the gilded decoration
surrounding the enclosed relic is a wound that, in turn, recalls the medallions on liturgical
gloves whilst at the same time denying that association.

**Conclusion**

When the bishop wore liturgical gloves, especially during Pontifical Mass, he ritually took on
another identity, one that connected him to Christ, the apostles, and the Church and that
worked both with and counter to the materiality of the gloves. Gloves linked those at the rank
of bishop and above to the apostolic succession since the apostles were believed to have worn
gloves. Their seamlessness connected the bishop with the unified Church. When considered
in the context of clothing as a second skin or skin as clothing for the body, they formed a link
to Christ who, through his incarnation, put on the appearance of sin in the form of flesh.
Gloves could be understood as the flesh of Christ placed on the bishop. Yet, they had
undergone a transformation so that they were not only the ‘flesh’ of another body but also
that of a heavenly body to be contrasted with bodies in the sublunary sphere. Like other
liturgical gloves, those in the Whitworth bring together apparently contradictory messages. They are resolutely material items which functioned to call to mind the heavenly ‘foreign’. The meanings attributed to them frequently strained the link between the physical glove and the message derived from it. Liturgical gloves, such as those in the Whitworth, can thus be viewed as part of an on-going dialogue about the relationship between the familiar and the foreign.
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